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HEAVY-QUARK PRODUCTION INPHOTON�NUCLEON AND PHOTON�PHOTONCOLLISIONS�A. SzzurekH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Craow, PolandandUniversity of Rzeszów, Reytana 16, 35-959 Rzeszów, Poland(Reeived June 28, 2002)I disuss mehanisms of heavy quark prodution in (real) photon�nuleon and (real) photon�(real) photon ollisions. In partiular, I fouson appliation of the Saturation Model. In addition to the main dipole�nuleon or dipole�dipole ontribution inluded in reent analyses, I proposehow to alulate within the same formalism the hadroni single-resolvedontribution to heavy quark prodution. At high photon�photon energiesthis yields a sizeable orretion of about 30�40 % for inlusive harm pro-dution and 15�20 % for bottom prodution.PACS numbers: 13.60.�r, 13.65.+i1. IntrodutionThe total ross setion for virtual photon�proton sattering in the regionof small x and intermediate Q2 an be well desribed by the SaturationModel (SM) [1℄. The very good agreement with experimental data an beextended even to the region of rather small Q2 by adjusting an e�etivequark mass. At present there is no deep understanding of the �t value ofthe parameter as we do not understand in detail the on�nement and theunderlying nonperturbative e�ets related to large size QCD ontributions.In this presentation I shall limit to the prodution of heavy quarks whihis simpler and more transparent for real photons. Here one an partiallyavoid the problem of the poor understanding of the e�etive light quarkmass, i.e. the domain of the large (transverse) size of the hadroni systememerging from the photon.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3251)



3252 A. SzzurekIt was shown reently that the simple SM desription an be suessfullyextended also to the photon�photon sattering [2℄. The heavy quark pro-dution in photon�photon ollisions is interesting in the ontext of a de�itof standard QCD preditions relative to the experimental data as observedreently for b quark prodution.2. Heavy quark prodution in photon�nuleon satteringIn the piture of dipole sattering the ross setion for heavy quark�antiquark (Q �Q) photoprodution on the nuleon an be written as�N!Q �Q(W ) = Z d2�dz j�Q �QT (~�; z)j2�dN (�; z;W ) ; (1)where �T is (transverse) quark�antiquark photon wave funtion (see forinstane [4℄) and �dN is the dipole�nuleon total ross setion. Inspired byits phenomenologial suess [1℄ we shall use the SM parametrisation for�dN . Beause for real photoprodution the Bjorken-x is not de�ned we arefored to replae x by xg [3℄.In Fig. 1(a) we show preditions of SM for harm photoprodution. Thedotted line represents alulations based on Eq.(1). The result of this alu-lation exeeds onsiderably the �xed target experimental data. One shouldremember, however, that the simple formula (1) applies at high energies only.At lower energies one should inlude e�ets due to kinematial threshold.In the momentum representation this an be done by requiring: MQ �Q < W ,where MQ �Q is the invariant mass of the �nal Q �Q system. This upper limitstill exeeds the low energy experimental data. There are phase spae limi-tations in the region xg ! 1 whih have been negleted so far. Those an beestimated using naive ounting rules. Suh a proedure leads to a reasonableagreement with the �xed target experimental data.The deviation of the solid line from the dotted line gives an idea ofthe range of the safe appliability of SM for the prodution of the harmquarks/antiquarks. The ross setion for W > 20 GeV is pratially inde-pendent of the approximate treatment of the threshold e�ets. SM seemsto slightly underestimate the H1 ollaboration data [5℄. For omparison inFig. 1 we show the result of similar alulations in the ollinear approah(thik dash-dotted line) with details desribed in [3℄.The alulation above is not omplete. For real photons a vetor domi-nane ontribution due to photon �utuation into vetor mesons should beinluded on the top of the dipole ontribution. In the present alulation weinlude only the dominant gluon�gluon fusion omponent. Then�VDMN!Q �Q(W ) =XV 4�f2V Z dxV dxNgV (xV ; �2F )gN (xN ; �2F )�gg!Q �Q(Ŵ ) : (2)
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Fig. 1. The ross setion for  + p ! Q �QX . The dotted line: standard SM, thedashed line: inludes kinematial threshold, the solid line inludes in addition asuppression by (1 � x)7, the thik dash-dotted line: ollinear approximation andthe thin dash-dotted line: the LO VDM ontribution.Here the fV onstants desribe the transition of the photon into vetormesons (�, !, �). The gluon distributions in vetor mesons are taken asthat for the pion [7℄.The dash-dotted line in Fig. 1(a) shows the VDM ontribution alulatedin the Leading Order (LO) approximation for �gg!Q �Q. The so-alulatedVDM ontribution annot be negleted at high energies.The situation for bottom photoprodution seems similar. In Fig. 1(b)we ompare the SM preditions with the data from the H1 ollaboration [6℄.Here the threshold e�ets may survive up to very high energy W � 50 GeV.Again the preditions of SM are slightly below the H1 experimental datapoint. The relative magnitude of the VDM omponent is similar as for theharm prodution.3. Heavy quark prodution in photon�photon satteringIn the dipole�dipole approah�dd!Q �Q(W )=Xf2 6=QZ j�Q �Q(�1; z1)j2j�f2 �f2(�2; z2)j2�dd(�1; �2; xQf )d2�1dz1d2�2dz2+Xf1 6=QZ j�f1 �f1(�1; z1)j2j�Q �Q(�2; z2)j2�dd(�1; �2; xfQ)d2�1dz1d2�2dz2;(3)where �dd is the dipole�dipole ross setion.



3254 A. SzzurekThere are two problems assoiated with diret use of (3). First of all, itis not ompletely lear how to generalise �dd from �dN parametrised in [1℄.Seondly, formula (3) is orret only at W � 2mQ. At lower energies oneshould worry about proximity of the kinematial threshold.In a very reent paper [2℄ a new phenomenologial parametrisation for�dd has been proposed. The phenomenologial threshold fator in [2℄ doesnot guarantee automati vanishing of the ross setion exatly below thetrue kinematial threshold W = 2ma + 2mb. Therefore, instead of thephenomenologial fator we rather impose an extra kinematial onstraint:Mf �f +MQ �Q < W on the integration in (3).It is not ompletely lear how to generalise the energy dependene of �dNin photon�nuleon sattering to the energy dependene of �dd in photon�photon sattering. In [3℄ I have de�ned the parameter whih ontrols the SMenergy dependene of �dd in a symmetri way with respet to both photons.In omparison to the presription in [2℄, our presription leads to a smallredution of the ross setion far from the threshold [3℄.Up to now we have alulated the ontribution when photons �utuateinto quark-antiquark pairs. The dipole approah must be supplemented toinlude the ontribution when either of the photons �utuates into vetormesons. If the �rst photon �utuates into the vetor mesons, the so-de�nedsingle-resolved ontribution to the heavy quark-antiquark prodution an bealulated analogously to the photon�nuleon ase as�SR;1!Q �Q(W ) =XV1 4�f2V1 Z j�Q �Q2 (�2; z2)j2�V1d(�2; x1) d2�2dz2 ; (4)where �V1d is vetor meson�dipole total ross setion. In the spirit of SM,we parametrise the latter exatly as for the photon�nuleon ase [1℄ with asimple resaling of the normalisation fator �dV0 = 2=3 � �dN0 . In the presentalulation �dN0 as well as the other parameters of SM are taken from [1℄.Analogously, if the seond photon �utuates into vetor mesons we obtain�SR;2!Q �Q(W ) =XV2 4�f2V2 Z j�Q �Q1 (�1; z1)j2�dV2(�1; x2) d2�1dz1 : (5)This learly doubles the �rst ontribution (4) to the total ross setion.The integrations in (4) and (5) are not free of kinematial onstraints.When alulating both single-resolved ontributions, it should be hekedadditionally if the heavy quark-antiquark invariant mass MQ �Q is smallerthan the total photon�photon energy W (see [3℄).In Fig. 2 we show di�erent ontributions to the inlusive =� (left panel)and b=�b (right panel) prodution in photon�photon sattering. The thiksolid line represents the sum of all ontributions.
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Fig. 2. Di�erent ontributions to the inlusive harm (left panel) and bottom (rightpanel) prodution. The long-dashed line: the dipole�dipole ontribution, the dash-dotted line: the single-resolved ontribution, the lower dashed line: the 2Q2 �Qontribution, the dotted line: the diret ontribution, the solid line: double-resolvedontribution. The experimental data for inlusive =� prodution are from Ref. [9℄.Let us start from the disussion of the inlusive harm prodution. Theexperimental data of the L3 ollaboration [9℄ are shown for omparison.The modi�ations disussed above lead to a small damping of the rosssetion in omparison to [2℄. The orresponding result (long-dashed line)stays below the reent experimental data of the L3 ollaboration [9℄. Thehadroni single-resolved ontribution onstitutes about 30�40 % of the mainSM ontribution. At high energies the ross setion for the 22� omponentis about 8 % of that for the single � pair omponent. In the inlusiveross setion its ontribution should be doubled beause eah of the heavyquarks/antiquarks an be potentially identi�ed experimentally.At higher energies the diret ontribution is pratially negligible. Inontrast, the hadroni double-resolved ontribution, when eah of the twophotons �utuates into a vetor meson [3℄ is shown by the thin solid line inthe �gure beomes important only at very high energies relevant for TESLA.Here we have onsistently taken gV (xV ; �2F ) = g�(xV ; �2F ).The situation for bottom prodution (see right panel) is somewhat dif-ferent. Here the main SM omponent is dominant. Due to smaller harge ofthe bottom quark than that for the harm quark, the diret omponent ise�etively redued with respet to the dominant SM omponent by the or-responding ratio of quark/antiquark harges: (1=9)2 : (4=9)2 = 1=16. Thesame is true for the 2b2�b omponent. Here, in addition, there are thresholde�ets whih play a role up to relatively high energy.



3256 A. Szzurek4. ConlusionsThere is no ommon onsensus in the literature on detailed understand-ing of the dynamis of photon�nuleon and photon�photon ollisions. Inthis presentation I have limited the disussion to the prodution of heavyquarks simultaneously in photon�nuleon and photon�photon ollisions athigh energies. The sizeable mass of harm or bottom quarks sets a naturallow energy limit on a naive appliation of SM. Here a areful treatment ofthe kinematial threshold is required.We have started the analysis from (real) photon�nuleon sattering,whih is very lose to the domain of SM as formulated in [1℄. If the kine-matial threshold orretions are inluded, SM gives similar results as thestandard ollinear approah for both harm and bottom prodution. Wehave estimated the VDM ontribution to the heavy quark prodution.The seond part of the present analysis has been devoted to real photon��real photon ollisions. For the �rst time in the literature we have estimatedthe ross setion for the prodution of 22� �nal state. We have found thatthis omponent onstitutes up to 10�15 % of the inlusive harm produtionat high energies and is negligible for the bottom prodution. We have shownhow to generalise SM to the ase when one of the photons �utuates intolight vetor mesons. It was found that this omponent yields a signi�antorretion of about 30�40 % for inlusive harm prodution and 15�20 % forbottom prodution. We have shown that the double resolved omponent,when both photons �utuate into light vetor mesons, is non-negligible onlyat very high energies, both for the harm and bottom prodution.REFERENCES[1℄ K. Gole-Biernat, M. Wüstho�, Phys. Rev. D59, 014017 (1998).[2℄ N. Timneanu, J. Kwiei«ski, L. Motyka, Eur. Phys. J. C23, 513 (2002).[3℄ A. Szzurek, hep-ph/0203050.[4℄ N.N. Nikolaev, B.G. Zakharov, Z. Phys. C49, 607 (1991).[5℄ S. Aid et al. (H1 ollaboration), Nul. Phys. B472, 32 (1996).[6℄ C. Adlo� et al. (H1 ollaboration), Phys. Lett. B467, 156 (1999).[7℄ M. Glük, E. Reya, A. Vogt, Z. Phys. C53, 651 (1992).[8℄ M. Glük, E. Reya, A. Vogt, Z. Phys. C67, 433 (1995).[9℄ M. Aiarri et al. (L3 ollaboration), Phys. Lett. B514, 19 (2001).


